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Harrison has been a single dad ever since his daughter, Sarah, was just a year old. But now she is

about to graduate from college. Knowing her crazy years are about to be left behind her, she

decides to attend one last frat party, but while there, she makes the devastating decision to drink

and drive, ending her life. For Harrison, this is devastating, as one would imagine. Not only has he

lost the only family he has, but he feels like it is his fault for having been too permissive of a parent.

And Caroline, her best friend, is left with some survivorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s guilt of her own, having declined

SarahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s invitation to the party.Having grown up with Sarah, she knew her father, but it has

been years since the two of them have seen each other. And now, with Caroline all grown up and

the two of them sharing their grief, there seems to be a magnetism between them.But can love arise

out of such a situation? Or are they really just two people working out their grief together?Best

Friend's Daddy is an 80,000 word single dad standalone romance. No cheating and has a HEA. For

a limited time it has 4 bonus books included.
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Wow, sexy sexy sexy man. Yes,5 is the rating for the book that I am giving for this book. So sumtty



humorous enjoyable etc etc. All my friends will be reading your book as l am sure everyone else will

be too. I can't wait for the next few books to come out. Thanks

Very great story. Caroline and Harrison are on an emotional rollercoaster together. All they need is

each other but they both has issues and over think everything. But they are also so scared. Really

good book.

I received a copy of this book from the author and voluntarily wrote an honest review. It is the story

of Caroline and Harrison, It was good and it kept me reading. Good writing, Naomi Niles!

Enjoyed reading this book and reading about the characters and their story. Looking forward to

reading more from this author

**I received an ARC and am leaving a voluntary review.I've been very torn on how to rate this book

and right this review knowing how emotional & sensitive I am and finding the balance of recognizing

a good book to how this book made me feel while reading it. It's very well-written with a great flow

and a storyline that grips and pulls your heartstrings throughout and you certainly root for them to

overcome their pain & find their HEA. For me, being so emotional and empathetic, it felt like their

understandably enormous grief overshadowed the romance aspect and I found myself questioning

whether their love was real & true or just the most convenient way to describe their relationship of

bringing peace & comfort to each other. The love scenes, though, are incredibly hot and thankfully

they do find their HEA but the gravity of what they went through still weighed heavy on my heart &

mind well after I finished reading.So, while I do think this is a good book, I hesitate to consider it a

romance in the usual sense and considering how deep it is, the title doesn't seem to fit and honestly

makes me feel a bit uneasy.

This story was extremely personal to me. If I had realized ahead, (tThis was an arc and I didn't have

the blurb) I probably eould not have read it. I think, due to the overwhelming emotions, this is a risky

subject to write about unless it's in the form of "My experience, self help". This story is about a

father and best friend consoling each other after the death of the father's child. Having lost my only

child when he was 27 I wasn't sure if I'd be able to read it. I wondered if the author had also grieved

a similar hurt, although there is no pain like the pain of losing a child and if it isn't written just right,

it's not going to go well. I felt most of the exchanges weren't quite right - it just felt off. Having



personal experience, I couldn't relate it to my own experience at all and this affected my overall

feelings for the book. I believe if the author had spoken to or researched into parents who've lost

children it would have helped the whole dialogue ring true.

*** I am voluntarily reviewing an Advanced Reader Copy of this book***This book got just a little too

angsty for me. Harrison and Caroline get together over his daughter's accidental death, hummmm.

Too muchunneeded dialogue that did nothing to further the story line and where was the editor?? In

an early chapter Caroline talks about Johnathan wanting to" pop her cherry" and then talks about

the first time with Harrison that she "couldn't remember the last time anyone was inside her like

this". I was confused or maybe just kinda uninterested by that time. Both characters, other than their

shared grief had little in common, were pretty one dimensional, and the whole story that could have

had potential, was pretty uninteresting.

A must before reading this book is grab a box of tissues..... Maybe its the Flu (Well that's my story

and I'm sticking to it) I have but this one was such an emotional journey and one that I absolutely

loved and Thanks to Naomi Niles for sharing this wonderful tale.Losing a child is one of the hardest

things that any parent must face.... And when Harrison loses his only daughter to a Motor

Accident..... He takes comfort in her best friend Caroline.... but Caroline is feeling a bit guilty as

well.... You see Caroline turned down Sarah's invite out for the night.... Caroline wanted to stay

home and Study for her last Exams before finishing College. Unable to get a hold of Sarah the next

morning.... Caroline just knows something is not right.....Harrison can't believe that his only child has

left this Earth.... And at her Funeral, he makes Caroline sit with him and after they take comfort in

each other.... Things start getting blurred and Harrison and Caroline start up and relationship...... A

very smutty sexy one..... I mean who wouldn't want to when you've had a crush on this handsome

sexy man for a long while.Is the Relationship only a rebound of the love the both lost? Or is this for

real?......Will love be able to conquer all?Why not grab a copy and see how it all pans out? This is

one emotional journey you don't want to miss out on...I was lucky enough to get a copy of this book

as an Arc for a Voluntary Review...... So Thank you Miss Naomi for sharing it.Cilla aka Chilly x
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